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Abstract. This research examines the cause of code growth (bloat) in genetic programming (GP). Cur-
rently there are three hypothesized causes of code growth in GP: protection, drift, and removal bias. We
show that single node mutations increase code growth in evolving programs. This is strong evidence that
the protective hypothesis is correct. We also show a negative correlation between the size of the branch
removed during crossover and the resulting change in fitness, but a much weaker correlation for added
branches. These results support the removal bias hypothesis, but seem to refute the drift hypothesis.
Our results also suggest that there are serious disadvantages to the tree structured programs commonly
evolved with GP, because the nodes near the root are effectively fixed in the very early generations.
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1. Introduction

The tendency of programs generated with genetic programming (GP) to grow with-
out corresponding increases in fitness (known as code growth or code bloat) is well
documented in the GP literature [1, 7, 12, 13, 16, 20, 23] and has been demonstrated
in non-tree based evolutionary paradigms 15–17. Further, the current research on
code growth in GP strongly suggests that it will occur in any evolutionary tech-
nique which uses variable size representations [13, 20] and Langdon has shown that
growth can occur in non-population based search techniques [8].
Importantly, most code growth consists of code which does not significantly con-

tribute to a program’s performance. Thus, code growth is a significant problem, as
the additional code consumes considerable resources without directly improving the
solution. Additionally, code growth may interfere with continued exploration of the
search space, since most of the code manipulation by evolutionary operators will
occur in regions of relatively low importance.
However, code growth also demonstrates the strengths of evolutionary tech-

niques. In part, code growth is believed to be a protective response to the destructive
effects of crossover and mutation. This protective effect was an unanticipated side
effect of the evolutionary process. Thus, code growth is a demonstration that the
evolutionary process is capable of recognizing and evolving solutions to problems
that the GP practitioner may not have anticipated. Clearly this is a highly desirable
feature for a machine learning system.
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To date three likely explanations for code growth of been proposed: growth for
protection [1, 13, 16], a form of genetic drift towards larger solutions [11], and a
removal bias in crossover that leads to growth [22]. These three causes are not
mutually exclusive and there is some evidence in support of each cause. However,
significant questions have been raised concerning each of these causes [12].
In this paper we present very strong experimental evidence for the existence of

two of these causes, protection and removal bias, while calling into question the
existence of a drift based cause of growth. Protective growth is shown to be a very
sensitive feature of evolutionary algorithms, with very small amounts of selective
pressure creating very large increases in growth. Additionally, removal bias is shown
to be a very significant factor in code growth with serious negative ramifications for
population diversity and successful evolution in tree based evolutionary techniques.

2. Background

2.1. Crossover and program size

In a basic GP, with crossover and without subtree mutation, crossover produces
the variation in tree sizes. Removing a small branch and adding a large branch
during crossover creates a larger tree, whereas removing a large branch and adding a
small branch creates a smaller tree. However, if both offspring created by crossover
are included in the population the average program size does not change. One
offspring is smaller, the other is larger and the average is unchanged. Even if only
one offspring is included, the average size of trees within the population should not
change, as the included offspring is equally likely to be larger or smaller than its
parent. Thus, the only way the average program size can increase during a GP run
is if larger offspring are preferentially chosen during selection.
This is less true of subtree mutation as, depending on how the mutation is imple-

mented, it may preferentially generate larger (or smaller) trees. However, a ‘fair’
subtree mutation will generate new programs whose average size is the same as the
population’s average size. Again steady growth will only occur if larger offspring are
preferentially chosen during selection, which will only happen if they tend to have
a greater fitness than smaller offspring.
Thus, in examining the causes of code growth we must ask the question: what

is it about crossover that on average leads to the larger offspring having a better
fitness than the smaller offspring?

2.2. Types of code

In order to understand the theories regarding code growth it is necessary to examine
the types of code being produced by GP. From its inception it was realized that
GP has a tendency to create programs with large sections of code that do not
significantly effect the program’s behavior or performance [7]. A few examples of
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such code include:

if �FALSE��X� else �Y� (1)

+�0 ∗X� (2)

+�X −X� (3)

+�1/X� where X � 1 (4)

In each of these cases the code marked with an X does not significantly contribute
to the program’s behavior or performance (for case 3 it is the difference of the two
sections that does not contribute). Historically the generic term ‘intron’ has been
applied to code that doesn’t have an effect and the term ‘exon’ to code that does
have an effect. (Some authors have termed example 4 an intron, although it does
have a small effect, whereas other authors consider it to be an exon.) Although
there are problems with these terms (see for example [22]) they will be used here
for simplicity.
Although none of these sections of code have a significant effect on performance,

their other properties do vary. In the first two examples, X cannot change the
program’s behavior, regardless of how X is changed. In the third example, changing
either of the sections of code labeled X could change the performance of the
program. In the last example, the code labeled X does influence the output, but
probably to an insignificant degree. The value of X would have to be significantly
changed to change the output significantly.
Several researchers have attempted to categorize these types of code. Soule and

Foster categorized code as inoperative, code that does not currently influence the
output but could if changed (example 3 above), versus inviable code, code that can
not influence the output even if changed (examples 1 and 2) [22]. (This assumes
that none of the instructions have side effects.) Nordin and Banzhaf differentiated
between code that has no effect for any input case, code that doesn’t have an
effect on any of the training cases and code that has an effect for some training
cases [16]. Nordin et al. further refined this to five types of code depending on
whether regions of code could be replaced by no-operation instructions without
changing fitness [17]. Smith and Harries systematically studied the types of code
defined by Nordin, Francone and Banzhaf and found that all five types, including
code that has an actual, if insignificant effect on output (case 4 above), can produce
code growth [19].
Luke has pointed out that many types of introns depend on the presence of

an invalidator, a section of code that nullifies a second section of code thereby
producing an intron [12]. Examples 1 and 2 above include invalidators ( if(FALSE)
and ∗0 respectively).
Theoretical and experimental work has typically focused on the more restric-

tive types of code, those that can not influence performance. In part this occurred
because it is simpler to rigorously predict the effect (or noneffect) of code that
never influences performance. Also, for some time it was assumed that the more
restrictive types of code had the biggest impact on code growth. However, the stud-
ies by Smith and Harries and more recently by Luke have shown that code with a
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very small effect on performance (example 4 above) can be as important for code
growth as code with absolutely no effect.
In this paper we will ignore the different types of introns and only distinguish

between introns and exons. Further, we will use the term introns only for code that
could be removed without changing the program’s output. However, we do this with
the implicit understanding that some types of introns may be more important to the
phenomenon of code growth than others and that some code we classify as exons
may serve the same role as classical introns.

2.3. The protective hypothesis

In roughly equivalent theories Nordin and Banzhaf, McPhee and Miller, and Blickle
and Thiele have argued that code growth occurs to protect programs against the
destructive effects of crossover[1, 13, 16]. Several studies have shown that crossover
is much more likely to decrease fitness than to increase fitness (destructive
crossovers) [11, 18]. In addition, these studies show that a large proportion of
crossover operations result in no change in fitness (neutral crossovers).
As noted above, evolved programs often contain large sections of introns that

cannot have a significant effect on fitness even when changed by either crossover or
mutation. The protective hypothesis proposes that there is an evolutionary benefit
to increasing the proportion of introns. Crossover (or mutation) in these regions
is likely to be neutral, which is evolutionarily preferable to destructive crossover.
Thus, there is evolutionary pressure to decrease the ratio of exons to introns, which
effectively ‘hides’ the exons from crossover.
Studies with non-destructive or hill-climbing crossover have supported this

hypothesis [4, 20, 21]. In these versions of crossover, the fitness of the offspring
is compared to the fitness of the parent. If the offspring is less fit (or, in some
cases, as fit) as the parent, the offspring is discarded and the parent is kept instead.
Thus, destructive crossovers are not allowed to occur. These forms of crossover
severely curtailed code growth, suggesting that destructive crossovers do produce
the evolutionary pressure that causes code growth. However, several researchers
have questioned this research, pointing out that nondestructive crossover typ-
ically decreases the effective crossover rate, which could also decrease code
growth [12, 19]. In this paper we use a form of fixed number mutation (described
in Section 4.1) to show that some code growth does occur as a (presumably)
protective response to destructive operators.

2.4. The drift hypothesis

A second theory of code growth is based on the structure of program search spaces.
It has been experimentally observed that for many problems the number of pro-
grams of a given fitness that are larger than a given size is much greater than the
number of programs with the given fitness that are smaller than a given size [9, 11].
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For example, given a program of fitness X and size Y there are many more pro-
grams with fitness X that are larger than Y than that are smaller than Y .
In part, this property of the search space is caused by introns. Given a program of

fitness X and size Y it is possible to create infinite larger variations of that program
by adding introns. Because larger programs are more common it has been proposed
that an unbiased search is more likely to find larger programs of a given fitness than
it is to find smaller programs of that fitness, simply because there are more larger
programs within the search space. The general idea is that “� � � any stochastic search
technique, such as GP, will tend to find the most common programs in the search
space of the current best fitness” [9] and for any given fitness, larger programs are
more common.

2.5. The removal bias hypothesis

The third theory of code growth is the removal bias hypothesis proposed by Soule
and Foster [22]. It assumes that introns are more densely concentrated near the
leaves of program trees. This has been proven for strictly inviable code and appears
to be true of introns in general, but has not been proven. Work by Igel and Chel-
lapilla has shown that for some problems subtrees further from the root node have
less influence on the program’s output, which is additional empirical support for
this assumption [5].
Given that inviable code is concentrated near the leaves, removing a small subtree

is more likely to only effect inviable code, whereas removing a large subtree is more
likely to effect viable code. In contrast, if a branch is added to the middle of a
section of inviable code it will, by definition, have no effect, regardless of the size
of the added branch.
Thus, the removal bias hypothesis states that there is a bias in favor of offspring

created by removing a small branch and against offspring created by removing a
large branch. No such bias applies to added branches. The net effect of such a bias
would clearly be a general pattern of growth.
Luke has proposed a generalization of this hypothesis [12]. He argues, based

on his own results and those of Igel and Chellapilla [5], that there is a general
bias towards deeper crossover points (crossover points furthest from the root). This
would favor larger trees, which have a larger distance from root to leaf, and it would
favor crossover involving small subtrees. However, just favoring crossover involving
small branches (or more precisely favoring the offspring created from small branch
exchange) would not seem to produce growth. The bias towards small removed
branches in particular seems to be necessary.

3. Experiments

In this section we describe the series of experiments that we used to test the three
hypothesized causes of code growth and the test problems for these experiments.
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The first set of experiments (Section 4.1) applies a fixed number of single node
mutations to evolving programs: resulting in increased growth rates. Of the three
theories of growth outlined above only the protective hypothesis can explain this
increase.
The second set of experiments (Section 4.2) compares the size of the branches

exchanged during crossover to the average change in fitness during crossover. The
results show a strong correlation between removed branch size and the resulting
fitness change (decrease), but a much weaker correlation for the added branch size.
On average removing a larger branch results in a lower fitness, but adding a larger
branch does not increase neutral crossovers even though it does explore regions of
larger programs. Thus, these results support the removal bias hypothesis, but seem
to refute the drift hypothesis.
The final set of experiments (Section 4.3) compares the size of the branches

exchanged during crossover to the number of destructive, neutral, and constructive
crossovers. Again the results show a strong correlation between the removed branch
size and the number of destructive crossovers, but no such correlation for the added
branch size. These results also support the removal bias hypothesis, but not the drift
hypothesis.

3.1. Test problems

The experiments are performed on four different problems: symbolic regression,
intertwined spirals [6], even-parity [3], and the Santa Fe trail [10].

3.1.1. Symbolic regression. The symbolic regression problem is to evolve a func-
tion g�x� that matches a sample points taken from a target function f �x�. Our
target function is a sine wave over the range �−π	π�. Evolving solutions are tested
at 128 evenly distributed test points. The function set is �+	−	∗ 	 /�. Division is pro-
tected; if 	divisor	 < 0�000001 then the value 10,000 is returned. The terminal set
is �x	 constants�. New constants are generated randomly in the range �−1	 1�. For
constants, mutation (including FNSN mutations described below) adds a random
value in the range �−0�5	 0�5� to the constant’s current value.
Fitness was the square root of the sum of the squared errors. (Lower fitnesses

are better.) A maximum fitness of 10,000 is imposed. Other details of the problem
are presented in Table 1.
The values used for protected division, constants and maximum fitness were cho-

sen after fairly limited testing. They were chosen so that division by zero will usually
result in a program with very poor fitness and to produce reasonable, but not partic-
ularly outstanding results. It appears that changing the values for protected division
and maximum fitness would not have a significant effect on the GP’s performance.
Research by Daida et al. suggests that the choice of constants can significantly

effect performance for this problem [2]. However, because the constants are chosen
from the same range for every trial they should not favor any particular trial.
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Table 1. Parameters for the GP

Symbolic regression Intertwined spirals Ant Even parity

Functions +, -, /, * +, -, *, /, iflte, prog2, prog3, NOT, AND
sin, cos iffoodahead OR, XOR

Terminals constant, x constant, x, y Left, Right, Forward N inputs
Fitness root squared errors % misclassified % food missed % miscalculated

3.1.2. Intertwined spirals. For the intertwined spirals problem two spirals coil
around the origin of the x-y plane. Each spiral is defined by 97 points along its
length. The goal is to find a function that classifies the points as belonging to spiral
1 or spiral 2 based on the x	 y value of the point (see for example [6]). An evolved
program returns a real value. Values less than zero are mapped to spiral 1, values
larger than or equal to zero are mapped to spiral 2.
The function set is �+	−	∗ 	 /, iflte, sine, cosine�. Division is protected

as in the symbolic regression problem. The function iflte (“if less than else”)
takes four arguments, if the first is less than the second then the third argument is
returned, otherwise the fourth argument is returned.
The terminal set is �x	 y, constant�; x and y are the x	 y values of the point to be

classified. Constants are real values, randomly generated in the range �−5�0	 5�0�.
For constants, mutation (including FNSN mutations, described in Section 4.1) adds
a random value in the range �−0�5	 0�5� to the constant’s current value.
Fitness is the percent of points misclassified. 0 is best, no points misclassified; 1.0

is worst, all points misclassified. On average a random classification will receive a
fitness of 0.5. Other details of the problem are presented in Table 1.

3.1.3. Santa Fe Trail. The Santa Fe Trail, or artificial ant, problem requires an
artificial ant to follow a trail of 89 ‘food’ objects laid out on a toroidal 32X32 grid
(see, for example, [10]). There are spaces between some of the food objects, so the
complete trail is 144 squares long. The trail is shown in Figure 1.
The function set for this problem is �prog2, prog3, iffoodahead�. The func-

tions prog2 and prog3 have 2 and 3 arguments respectively, which are executed
in sequence. The function iffoodahead has 2 arguments. It examines the square
directly in front of the ant. If food is present the function executes its first argument,
otherwise it executes its second argument.
The terminal set consists of the instructions �left, right, forward�. Each of

these instructions takes one time unit to execute. The artificial ant can face in any
of the four cardinal directions and can move one square forward.
Food is automatically ‘eaten’ and removed from the grid if the ant moves over it.

The raw fitness is an integer between 0 and 89. The adjusted fitness is the percentage
of food missed; 0 is best, no food missed; 1.0 is worst, all food missed.
The ant is allowed a total of 600 time units. An evolved program is executed

repeatedly until all of the available time is used up. Thus, for example, a program
consisting of the single instruction forward would move forward 600 times (looping
through the same sections of the grid many times).
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Figure 1. The Santa Fe Trail. The artificial ant begins in the upper left hand corner, facing right.

3.1.4. Even-parity. The even-parity problem requires evolving a Boolean function
to determine the parity of N (N = 5 in these experiments) Boolean inputs. Thus,
there are a total of 32 (25) different input cases.
The function set is �NOT, AND, OR, XOR�. This is a slightly unusual function

set. It was chosen so that one of the test problems would be fairly easy to solve.
The terminal set consists of the N input values. Fitness is the percentage of the
input cases misclassified; 0 is best, no inputs misclassified, 1 is worst, all input cases
misclassified.

3.2. The genetic program

The same basic GP was used for all of the test problems. The GP is generational
and is run for 75 generations. The population size is 800. All of the results are the
average of 50 trials. The ramped half-and-half technique is used to generate the
initial populations. The initially generated programs are evenly distributed between
depths of 3, 4, 5 and 6. For each of these maximum depths half of the programs
are generated as full trees and the other half are random trees.
The 90/10 rule is used in selecting crossover points; in picking a crossover point

there is a 90% change that it will be an internal node and only a 10% chance that it
will be a leaf node. Mutation randomly changes a single node to another node with
the same arity (i.e., it is not subtree mutation). The mutations rate is 0.001 for all
of the problems except symbolic regression, which uses a mutation rate of 0.01. The
higher value is used to help evolution tune the constants in that problem. Constants
subject to mutation are effected as explained under the individual problems.
Tournaments of 3 individuals are used for selection. Elitism consists of putting two

copies of the best individual into the next generation’s population. Other parameters
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for the GP are listed in Table 1. No size or depth limit is placed on the programs
and no parsimony pressure is used.

3.3. The computations

In order to generate sufficiently large statistical samples for the experiments in
this paper, a PC based parallel computer in the Computer Science Department
was used. This cluster computer uses the principles of commodity computing to
build substantial computing power for considerably less money than traditional
supercomputers.1 Computers using this approach are often referred to as Beowulf
computers [24, 25]. The University of Idaho’s Beowulf cluster was programmed
using C/C++ and MPI (http://www.cs.uidaho.edu/thecollective). Each trial was run
on a single node in the cluster. Thus, all 50 trials could be run in parallel, which
allowed experiments that would normally take almost a month to run to be com-
pleted in half a day.

4. Results

We begin by presenting the basic results with the four test problems. Figure 2
shows the best and average fitnesses, averaged across all 50 trials, for the four test

Figure 2. Average and best fitness for the four test problems. Only the best fitness is shown for the sym-
bolic regression problem because the average fitnesses are quite large, due to a few outlying individuals.
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Figure 3. Average code size for intertwined spirals, symbolic regression, Santa Fe trail, and even-parity
problems. All four test problems show considerable code growth.

functions. The average fitness is not shown for the symbolic regression problem.
For that problem very large errors are possible for functions that are very different
from the target function. A few individuals with these large errors skews the average
fitness and makes it effectively meaningless.
The GP’s performance is respectable for all of the test problems. However,

because the GP is unoptimized, performance is not particularly outstanding.
Figure 3 shows the average code size for each of the four test problems. Clearly

code growth is occuring. In particular the growth rates are rapid, very similar for
different problems, and are not related to increasing fitness. These are the hallmarks
of code growth. The similarity in growth rates is a clear indication that code growth
is a phenomenon of GP (or of evolutionary techniques in general) and not caused
by a particular problem or problem representation.
Although the growth rates are generally similar, there are some minor differences.

Initially the programs solving the Santa Fe Trail grow unusually quickly. This is
probably because the larger programs randomly cover more territory and so find
more of the food and are preferentially selected. Once the programs begin to more
systematically search for food the 600 step limit may help favor smaller programs,
resulting in the temporary decrease in growth rate.
The programs solving the symbolic regression problem grow slightly slower than

for the other problems. The larger initial programs are basically larger collections
of random functions. They may be more likely to return larger or more varied
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values, which would produce larger errors and lower fitnesses. Thus, there may be
a slight initial bias towards smaller programs. Regardless of the cause of the minor
variations in growth rates, all four of these problems produce fairly typical GP code
growth.

4.1. The protective hypothesis and fixed number mutations

The protective hypothesis assumes that code growth is an evolutionary response
to destructive changes to the evolving individuals. Decreasing the ratio of exons
to introns helps protect individuals from destructive events. Thus, an increase in
the number of destructive changes should result in greater evolutionary pressure to
decrease this ratio and therefore in more rapid growth.
To test this we use Fixed Number, Single Node mutations (FNSN mutations). In

an FNSN mutation a fixed number of nodes in the program are randomly changed
into different nodes with the same arity (or if a constant is chosen for mutation the
constant’s value is randomly modified as described previously). It is essential that a
fixed number of nodes be mutated, rather than applying a probabilty of mutation
to each node, as is normally done.
If each node has the same, fixed probability of mutation (the standard case)

then decreasing the ratio of exons to introns will not protect the exons, as their
probability of mutation remains unchanged. In contrast, if exactly m nodes are
mutated, regardless of the individual’s total size, then decreasing the ratio of exons
to introns will decrease the probability that an exon will be mutated. Thus, the
destructive hypothesis predicts that FNSN mutations will increase the evolutionary
pressure for growth.
Figure 4 shows the growth rates for the four test problems with varying num-

bers of FNSN mutations. We chose different numbers of mutations with different
problems for two reasons. First, we wanted to make it clear that the exact num-
ber of FNSN mutations didn’t matter, any increase in the number of mutations has
an effect. Second, the size of the effect does vary slightly with the problem. Thus,
to show a significant change in our limited number of generations more mutations
were necessary with some of the test problems. This is discussed further below.
In all cases increasing the number of FNSN mutations increases the growth rate.

For each of the test problems the average program sizes become significantly dif-
ferent between any two trials for the later generations (Student’s 2-tailed t-test
P < 0�001).
The generation at which significance first occurs depends on the test problem

and which two trials are being compared. For example, the difference in size for
the intertwined spirals problem with 4 FNSN mutations versus 8 FNSN mutations
becomes statistically significant at generation 14, and remains significant for all later
generations. Whereas, the difference in size for the symbolic regression problem
with 3 FNSN mutations versus 6 FNSN mutations becomes significant at generation
39 and remains significant for all later generations. All pairs are significant by at
most generation 39 and remain significant for all generations thereafter. Thus, over
sufficient generations, FNSN mutations do produce increased growth.
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Figure 4. Change in growth rate as a function of Fixed Number, Single Node (FNSN) mutations. In all
cases the increase in the number of single node mutations produces increased growth. Because only a
fixed number of single nodes are mutated only the protective hypothesis explains the change in growth
rates.

The occurence of significance reflects the progressive effect of FNSN mutations
over time. Significance takes longer to occur in some test problems because those
problems create more natural variance in size, are less sensitive to the effects of
FNSN mutations, or may even gain more benefit from mutations. For example, the
symbolic regression problem tends to create much more variance in fitness, thus
the negative effects of the FNSN mutations may be partially hidden. Additionally,
FNSN mutations may provide some benefit in the symbolic regression problem by
acting as a tuning mechanism for the constants. These influences could explain
why statistically significant size differences take longer to appear for the symbolic
regression problem and why somewhat more mutations were necessary to show
significance in our limited number of trials.
Overall the FNSN mutations are clearly producing increased growth. (Note that

the FNSN mutations themselves never change the programs’ sizes, only a single
node is changed to a different node. Size variations are still created by crossover.)
Because FNSN mutations do not introduce additional crossovers there is neither
removal nor addition of branches. So, removal bias cannot be the cause of the
increased growth. Similarly, because FNSN mutations do not change the program
size, the drift hypothesis does not apply. Thus, these results demonstrate increased
growth that cannot be attributed to either drift or removal bias. However, by acting
as an additional destructive operator FNSN mutations could increase the evolu-
tionary pressure favoring protective code. Thus, this growth can be explained by the
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Figure 5. Average effect of a single FNSN mutation on fitness for each of the four test problems, by
generation. The average fitness change for the symbolic regression problem is scaled down by 500 to
fit on the graph. (In this graph a fitness change of 1% for the symbolic regression problem actually
represents a 500% change.)

protective hypothesis, assuming that FNSN mutations are more likely to be destruc-
tive than constructive.
Although it is reasonable to assume that FNSN mutations are more destructive

than constructive, we chose to empirically confirm the assumption. (If they were
generally more constructive no search would be required, one could simply keep
applying FNSN mutations until the program was sufficiently improved. However,
there could be special cases in which FNSN mutations were beneficial, such as
in tuning constants.) Figure 5 shows the average percent change in fitness caused
by one FNSN mutation, by generation, for each of the four test problems. The
average change is negative; i.e., an FNSN mutation usually lowers fitness, as one
would expect. Thus, the protective hypothesis is a reasonable explanation for the
increased growth under FNSN mutations.
The pattern of destructiveness shown in Figure 5 also indirectly supports the

protective hypothesis. Initially, FNSN mutations are not very destructive because
the programs of the first few generations are random or nearly random. Thus, a
random change is almost as likely to improve a program as to worsen it. Further,
negative changes tend to be relatively small because the fitness of the programs in
the early generations are already quite poor. As the programs evolve and improve
FNSN mutations become more likely to worsen fitness and to cause larger decreases
in fitness. Thus, the mutations become more destructive. However, as introns build
up the probability of a mutation having an effect decreases and the destructiveness
of the FNSN mutations begins to decline. This pattern is seen most clearly for the
Santa Fe ant problem.
Finally, Figure 6 shows the evolution of fitness under FNSN mutations for ref-

erence purposes. As before the average fitnesses are shown for all of the problems
except symbolic regression. In most cases the FNSN mutations lower the average
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Figure 6. Fitness with varying numbers of FNSN mutations. Average fitness is shown for all problems
except symbolic regression, for which average best fitness is shown.

fitness. The exception being the intertwined spirals problem, which seems to be
uneffected by the mutations.

4.2. Branch size versus fitness change

Our next concern is to determine whether either drift or removal bias takes place.
As described previously removal bias predicts that there is a negative correlation
between the size of a branch removed during crossover and the change in fitness
produced by crossover. Removal bias does not predict any correlation between the
size of the added branch and the change in fitness.
The drift hypothesis predicts that crossovers leading to a smaller program are

more likely to be destructive and that crossovers leading to a larger program are
more likely to be neutral. This differs from the removal bias hypothesis in that it
does not depend on whether the size change comes from removing a small branch
or adding a large one. Thus, the drift hypothesis predicts a negative correlation
between the removed branch size and the fitness change (removing a larger branch
tends to produce smaller offspring). This is the same as the prediction of removal
bias. However, the drift hypothesis also predicts a positive correlation between the
size of the added branch and the change in fitness (adding a larger branch produces
a larger offspring).
Thus, these theories differ in the following way: removal bias predicts a very

small or nonexistent correlation between added branch size and fitness change (or
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number of neutral crossovers); drift predicts a positive correlation between added
branch size and fitness change.

4.2.1. Intertwined spirals. For this experiment we begin with an in-depth look at
the results for the interwined spirals. The data for the other test problems are shown
later (Section 4.2.4) and are fundamentally similar. Figure 7 shows the ‘average
percent change’ in fitness for removed and added branches during crossover in
the intertwined spirals problem. By average percent change in fitness we mean
the change in fitness between parent and offspring as a percentage of the parent’s
fitness. Size of the added and removed branches is also given as a percentage of

Figure 7. Intertwined Spirals. Average percent change in fitness for removed and added branches of
different sizes during crossover. Size is given as a percent of the original program. Except in generation 1
there is a strong relationship between the size of the removed branch and the change (decrease) in fitness,
as predicted by the removal bias hypothesis. The relationship for added branches is much weaker.
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the original parent’s size. For example, a point in the graph at 10% on the x-axis
represents the average fitness change from parent to offspring, as a percentage of
the parent’s fitness, when branches that are 10–11% of the parent program are
added (or removed). For example, in generation 1 adding a branch which is 10–
11% of the size of the program it is being added to causes an average decrease in
fitness of 3%.
To collect these data 5000 extra crossovers were performed at each of six gener-

ations (1, 5, 10, 20, 40, and 74). The offspring were measured and then discarded,
so these extra crossovers did not change the evolutionary process or the later gen-
erations. The experiment was repeated fifty times for a total of 250,000 crossovers
in each of the test generations.
(The change in fitness may be over 100% because fitness for the intertwined

spirals problems is measured as percent miscategorized. Going from 10% miscate-
gorized to 25% miscategorized shows up as a change of −150%.)
The average effect of crossover, regardless of the sizes of the branches involved,

is always negative. This is to be expected. If there were a particular size of branch
that on average lead to improved fitness it would be possible to simply add (or
remove) branches of the given size until the fitness improved to the desired value.

4.2.2. Removed branches. Figure 7 shows that overall there is a strong inverse rela-
tionship between the size of the removed branch during crossover and the resulting
change in fitness caused by that crossover. Removing a larger branch does, on aver-
age, produce larger decreases in fitness. This agrees with the prediction of both the
removal bias hypothesis and the drift hypothesis.
In general the relationship between removed branch size and average change

in fitness can be seperated into three distinct regions. For the smallest removed
branches (roughly 0 to 20 percent of the parent, depending on the generation)
there is an inverse relationship between size and fitness change: increasing the size
of the removed branch decreases the offspring’s fitness.
For mid-sized branches (roughly 20 to 40 percent of the parent, depending on the

generation) the behavior is very generation dependent. In many generations (1, 5,
10) there is a clear negative correlation. In other generations (40, 74) there appears
to be no correlation. While in generation 20 there appears to be a slight positive
relationship; removing a larger branch causes a smaller change in fitness.
Finally, for the largest branches (40+ percent of the parent) removing a larger

branch again causes a larger decrease in fitness. This relationship becomes much
stronger in later generations. Note that in these figures the y-scales have been
increased in later generations to graph the decrease in fitness. Figure 8 shows the
removed branch data for all 6 of the tested generations in one plot. Clearly, the
negative effect of removing a large branch becomes much more important in later
generations. One likely reason for the increasing effect in later generations is sim-
ply that the programs have higher average fitnesses. Thus, a destructive crossover
can produce a larger decline in fitness.

4.2.3. Added branches. Figure 7 also shows the relationship between added branch
size and change in fitness. The behavior for added branches is similar to the behav-
ior for removed branches when the branches are small or medium sized. For the
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Figure 8. Intertwined Spirals. Average percent change in fitness for removed branches of different sizes
during crossover. Size is given as a percent of the original program.

smallest branches (roughly 0 to 20 percent of the parent, depending on the gen-
eration) adding a larger branch results in a larger average decrease in fitness. The
drift hypothesis predicts the opposite relationship; adding a larger branch creates
a larger program, which should have a greater probability of the having the same
fitness as its parent.
For medium sized added branches (roughly 20 to 40 percent of the parent,

depending on the generation) size does not seem to be an important factor. In
some generations a slight positive correlation exists and in other generations the
correlation is negative.
For the largest added branches (40+ percent of the parent) the size of the added

branch is also not strongly related to the fitness change. These results appear to
contradict the predictions of the drift hypothesis. If a larger offspring is more likely
to have the same fitness as its parent, then adding a larger branch should result in
fewer fitness decreases, producing a positive correlation between the added branch’s
size and the resulting fitness change. These results show that adding a larger branch,
creating a larger program, is not more likely to result in a neutral crossover.
A final issue must be considered in examining these data. Despite the use of the

90/10 rule in these experiments (only 10% of the time was a single leaf node chosen
for crossover) the number of chosen branches (both removed and added) of a given
size decreases exponentially with increasing size. Figure 9 shows the distribution of
sizes of the branches chosen for crossover in the intertwined spirals problem for
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Figure 9. Intertwined Spirals. Number of branches chosen for crossover as a function of size. Smaller
branches are chosen exponentially more often. The use of the 90/10 rule does decrease the number
of very small branches (0–1% of the parent) chosen in the earlier generations, but only in the early
generations when the parents are still relatively small.

each of the test generations. Clearly removing (or adding) a relatively small branch
is exponentially more likely than removing (or adding) a relatively large branch.
This is simply a function of the tree structures. Most nodes in a tree are the root of
a relatively small subtree and thus, most crossovers involve relatively small branches.
This relationship is more pronounced in later generations, as the overall program

sizes increase. The number of branches in the 0–1% range is artificially lowered in
the earlier generations because of the 90/10 rule. But by the later generations even
a branch consisting of several nodes is less than 1% of the total tree. The net effect
is that the results for small branches are much more significant to the evolutionary
process, because exponentially more crossover operations involve small branches.

4.2.4. Results for the other problems. The data for branch size versus fitness change
for the even-parity, symbolic regression and Santa Fe Trial problems are shown in
Figures 10, 11 and 12, respectively. For all three problems the basic pattern of the
results is the same as for the intertwined spirals problem. The size of the removed
branch is inversely correlated to the fitness change, with the strongest correlations
occuring for very small or very large branches and during the later generations. The
size of the added branch is negatively correlated to the fitness change for small sizes
only.
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Figure 10. Even parity. Average percent change in fitness for removed and added branches of different
sizes during crossover. Size is given as a percent of the original program. The results are very similar to
those seen with the intertwined spirals problem.

The results are less clear for the symbolic regression problem, because the vari-
ations in fitness for that problem are so large. Consider an evolved solution that is
fairly close to the target function. It will have a low error and a good (low) fitness.
Now consider that crossover may add a branch that adds 100 to the result, increas-
ing the error (and decreasing the fitness) by several orders of magnitude. Hence, the
fitness change due to crossover is very large, with a large variation. Similar fitness
changes do not occur with the other test problems.
These data clearly support the predictions of removal bias while refuting the drift

hypothesis. In general, the probability that an offspring that is larger than its parent
will have the same fitness as its parent only increases if the size change occured
because a relatively small branch was removed from the parent during crossover.
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Figure 11. Symbolic regression. Average percent change in fitness for removed and added branches of
different sizes during crossover. Size is given as a percent of the original program. For this problem a
single crossover can create extremely large changes in the evolving function creating correspondingly
large changes in error and hence in the fitness. This accounts for the very large observed changes in
fitness.

4.3. Branch size and number of neutral crossovers

The previous experiments examined the average fitness change as a function of
branch size. We also want to consider the average number of destructive, neutral
and constructive crossovers as a function of branch size.
Although the average change in fitness during crossover as a function of branch

size supports the removal bias hypothesis, it is possible that the number of neutral
crossovers as a function of branch size supports the drift hypothesis. We expect that
the number of destructive, neutral, and constructive crossovers is closely correlated
to the fitness changes caused by crossover. However, it is possible that the number of
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Figure 12. Santa Fe Trail. Average percent change in fitness for removed and added branches of dif-
ferent sizes during crossover. Size is given as a percent of the original program.

destructive crossovers could decrease when larger branches are added even though
the average destructiveness remains unchanged. Thus, it is worth briefly examining
the number of such crossovers.
Figure 13 shows the proportion of constructive, neutral, and destructive

crossovers as a function of the removed branch sizes for the intertwined spi-
rals problem for generation 10. Figure 14 shows the same data, but for the added
branches. Data are only shown for generation 10 to save space.
As in the previous experiments with crossover the data was collected by per-

forming 5000 extra crossovers in the tested generation in each of the 50 trials. The
offspring of these crossovers were measured and discarded to avoid contaminating
later generations. Thus, these data are the average of 250,000 crossovers.
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Figure 13. Intertwined spirals. Number of destructive, neutral, and constructive crossovers in generation
10 as a function of removed branch size. The number of destructive and neutral crossovers depend on
the size of the removed branch.

Figure 13 shows that removing a larger branch increases the probability that a
crossover will be destructive rather than neutral. These results are quite similar to
the results for the average fitness change as a function of branch size.
Figure 14 shows that in general the number of destructive, neutral, and construc-

tive crossovers are all independent of the size of the added branch. For the smallest
branches (0–10% of the parent) adding a larger branch and creating a larger off-
spring is more likely to be destructive than adding a smaller branch. This matches
the results for the change in fitness due to branch size and is the opposite of the
drift hypothesis prediction.
The results (not shown) for the other tested generations (1, 5, 20, 40, and 74)

produced similar results. The number of destructive crossovers increases as the
size of the removed branch increases and is independent of the size of the added
branch. The number of neutral crossovers decreases as the size of the removed
branch increases and is independent of the size of the added branch. The number
of constructive crossovers is generally very small and shows little relationship with
the size of either the added or removed branch.
Figure 15 shows the data for the other three test problems. The general pattern is

the same, the size of the removed branch is related to the number of destructive and
neutral crossovers, but the size of the added branch is not related, except for the
smallest branches. An interesting exception occurs for the symbolic regression prob-
lem. In this case for the very largest branches (85–100+% of the parent) adding a
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Figure 14. Intertwined spirals. Number of destructive, neutral, and constructive crossovers in generation
10 as a function of added branch size. The number of destructive and neutral crossovers do not depend
on the size of the added branch.

larger branch does decrease the number of destructive crossovers and increases the
number of neutral crossovers. It is unclear why this occurs, although it does match
the drift hypothesises predictions.

5. Conclusions

These data clearly show that growth increases in response to destructive operations,
in this case FNSN mutations. Thus, they show that some growth is a protective
response to destructive operations. Further, this growth is very sensitive to changes
in the frequency of destructive operations. Randomly changing a few additional
nodes per program per generation results in significant increases in growth.
Next we found a strong correlation between removed branch size during crossover

and both the probability that the resulting offspring would be worse than its parent
and the amount of the fitness decrease. Removing larger branches during crossover
creates more destructive crossovers. In contrast, adding a larger branch has almost
no effect on the destructiveness.
These results confirm the removal bias hypothesis that some growth occurs

simply because removing large branches during crossover is relatively destructive
whereas adding large branches is not. These results also refute the drift hypothesis
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Figure 15. Number of destructive, neutral, and constructive crossovers in generation 10 as a function
of removed (left column) and added (right column) branch sizes, for the remaining three test problems.
As with the intertwined spirals problem, the number of destructive and neutral crossovers does depend
on the size of the removed branch, but not on the size of the added branch except for the very smallest
sizes.

as adding large branches, which creates larger offspring, is not correlated with
neutral crossovers.
Importantly, the correlation with removed branch size is very strong and grows

increasingly significant as evolution precedes. The strength of this correlation sug-
gests that removal bias may be a much more important factor in causing code growth
than was previously believed, particularly in later generations.
There are two likely failures of the drift hypothesis. One, it assumes that the

search space is sampled without bias. However, crossover produces new individuals
based on parent individuals that have been produced by many generations of selec-
tion. Thus, the offspring are clearly not random samples of the total program space.
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Two, even if the search space is sampled without bias it may not be sufficient to say
that there are more equally fit individuals of larger size. Rather for drift to occur it
may be necessary that the percentage of equally fit individuals be larger for larger
programs so that it is more that likely a random search will find them.
Experiments have been performed with ‘fairer’ versions of crossover. Notably

Langdon used a version called size fair crossover, in which the removed and added
branches must be of approximately the same size [9]. Growth was significantly
reduced using this varient of crossover. This result supports both the drift hypothesis
and the removal bias hypothesis. Slower growth could arise because the restriction
in crossover points made it more difficult to reach larger, equally-fit programs. This
is a result predicted by drift. Alternatively, slower growth could occur because the
difference in size between removed and added branches is reduced, limiting the
removal bias.
Finally, these results suggest that there are serious problems with the standard

tree-based structures used in GP. First, we note that very few crossovers effect the
nodes close to the root of a tree. This is a purely statistical effect; in chosing a
random node for crossover it is relatively unlikely that the few nodes near a tree’s
root will be selected, even when using the 90/10 rule.
Second, our data show that the few crossovers that do effect those nodes are

almost invariably destructive and cause relatively large decreases in fitness. Thus,
the resulting offspring are almost guaranteed to be discarded during selection.
Increasing the number of generations does not significantly improve the chances

of changing nodes near the root because the probability of changing the root node
(or nodes near the root) decreases as the program size increases. Additionally, in
later generations, the larger branch removals (which are necessary to change nodes
near the root) become progressively more destructive on average. The net effect is
that the nodes near the root are effectively fixed in the initial, random population.
Evolution is forced to make do with whatever nodes were placed near the root
randomly.
This conclusion supports the experimental results of McPhee and Hooper [14].

They traced the genealogies of evolving populations and found that there was almost
never a change in the root nodes of a population.
These results may also help to explain why diversity is so difficult to maintain

in GP. If the nodes near the root are effectively fixed then only the offspring of
programs that had ‘good’ nodes there to begin with are likely to survive. It seems
likely that this is a small proportion of the initial population.
There are probably many ways of modifing crosover and GP that would reduce

the problem of fixed root nodes. For example, the 90/10 rule could be replaced with
a rule that selects more uniformly from all depths. This would increase the number
of crossover operations that modify nodes near the root. However, these crossovers
would still generally be destructive, so the total number of destructive crossovers
would most likely increase and the nodes near the root would not change.
In general, it seems that the current tree structure simply places too much impor-

tance on nodes near the root. A possible solution to this problem is to allow
offspring several ‘free’ generations during which they were subjected to reduced
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selection pressure. This might allow offspring programs that had branches extend-
ing up to the root node changed by crossover a chance to ‘recover’ (through addi-
tional crossovers with successful individuals) from the negative affects of such large
changes. Of course, these are only preliminary suggestions. In general, an increased
understanding of the exact relationship between crossover, growth and offspring fit-
ness should lead to better approaches, particularly program structures and crossover
operations that are better suited to the evolutionary process.
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